Standardize your FCA’s from data collection to report generation

4tell™s FCA Module helps you capture, consolidate, and organize asset data:

- Manage multi-discipline consulting, MEP and Architectural assignments
- Automate and standardize manual data capture, analysis and reporting
- Embed QA/QC processes that update during the assessment so that nothing is overlooked
- Compile, control, standardize and protect internal intellectual property
- Consolidate capabilities across multiple service lines and offer more value-added AEC services
- Reduce service execution costs by up to 65% while improving processes and quality
- Increase margins, scale delivery capacity and improve operational efficiencies
- Gain a competitive advantage and differentiate your firm’s building assessment offerings

What Makes You Better

- Accurate Data Capture
- Real-Time Quality Control
- One-Click Reporting
- Reduce Project Timelines
Key Benefits

→ Mobile deployment
→ Less confusion in the field
→ Faster project turnaround
→ Lower operating costs
→ Reduced risk when it comes to compliance
→ Professional and easy-to-read reports
→ Full confidence in your data

4tell’s™ Facility Condition Assessment Module Provides:

☑️ Mobile data capture app
☑️ Guided workflow
☑️ One-click executive reports with the right level of informative data
☑️ Up-to-date lifecycle, cost and classification standards
☑️ Photos linked directly to assets
☑️ Field validation for required data
☑️ Bar coding and tagging
☑️ GPS coordinates for mapping application such as location of site deficiencies
☑️ Automatic data quality analysis and prioritization of findings